
his & hers splurge
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

It’s about her.
It’s about him.
It ’s all about

mix&match.

have a seat 

 

With colorful combinations 
and easy-to-coordinate patterns, 

playing with our fabrics has  
never been more fun!



« little  
boy blue  
It’s a man’s world, but 
that doesn’t mean it’s 
boring. This room packs 
a masculine punch with 
a bold mix of patterns 
(Yep, polka dots!) and an 
absolutely fearless color 
palette. Tip: Keep things 
grounded with plenty 
of chocolate brown and 
charcoal grey.

» square off
 Don’t shy away from busy prints in a 

masculine space. Just anchor them 
with one or two well-chosen solids. 
(Color Block Pillow: Simplicity  
Pattern #4108)

  behind the 
curtain

  Since our fabric collections are 
made to mix and match, we had  
no problem pairing a polka-dot 
print and a rich chocolate suede.  
(Tab Top Curtains: McCall’s Pattern 
#3219)

«

go girl 

Don’t be afraid to use 
your girl powers on an 
off-the-shelf accent. This 

hand-covered buttons to 
the flowers that came on 
the shade.



 

palette. 

of chocolate brown and 
charcoal grey.

spread the word

room’s bold color palette.  
(Duvet Cover: McCall’s Pattern #2017)

«

» ruffled up Keep ruffles on trend (and un-fussy) by keeping to a 
solid color. That’s an easy task with this fabulous pre-ruffled polyester, sold by 
the yard. Just cut and stitch to fit a basic 14” pillow form. 

window whimsy 
Subtle prints—like our lime green 
damask—can function as solids, and  
that’s a big help when it comes to tying 
together a pattern-packed space.  
They're the perfect go-between when 
mixing bold color and contrasting patterns. 

go girl For a modern take on a feminine space, dodge  
cotton candy pink and go for bright colors, sophisticated patterns  
and a sprinkling of playful accent pieces. The result will be fun  
and girly…but pleasantly un-precious.  
(Duvet Cover: McCall’s Pattern #2017)

lamp vamp 
Don’t be afraid to use 
your girl powers on an 
off-the-shelf accent. This 
lamp came in a basic silver, 
but we painted it to match 
the duvet. Then we added 
hand-covered buttons to 
the flowers that came on 
the shade.



spread the word
We needed up to the minute flower power for our duvet— 
a larger than life print that would become the basis for the 
room’s bold color palette.  
(Duvet Cover: McCall’s Pattern #2017)

«

pillow talk Go playful with 
pillows, but lower the fuss factor with subtler 
prints. You don’t want your handiwork to 
drown in a sea of boldly-patterned bed linens. 
(One Ruffle Pillow: Simplicity Pattern #2160; 
Bolster Pillow: Simplicity Pattern #9873, 
embellished with ribbon and modified to fit 
our 6 x 20” pillow form)

«

 

 

 

 all grown up Appliqués are a 
groovy way to tie your carefully chosen patterns 
into handmade throw pillows. Cut them from 
fabric scraps, back them with fusible web, and 
iron them on according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions. Tip: Need a good piped pillow 
pattern? Try Simplicity #4108. 

»



have a seat This trash 
to treasure piece is a patchwork of 
trendy coordinating fabrics—and the 
“coordinating” part is key. Our fabrics are 
designed to work together, so don’t be afraid 
to mix and match dots, stripes and paisleys.
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.

oh, man And that doesn’t mean having to 
ditch playful fabrics. Bring out the brawn with textures 

and leathers, and accessories like lamps and clocks.

pick a 
pillow 
When it comes to 
soft stuff, let color 
be your common 
denominator. We 
mimicked the shades 
in the paisley duvet 
with funky stripes 
and stately damask, 
and we anchored it 
all with deep brown 
microsuede and 
manly faux leather. 
(Rectangle Pillow: 
Simplicity Pattern 
#4108)




